
 

 

Score Questions Row 

3 Fill in the blanks with the words given. 

                          (Idea – above – safely – kill – foreign – remember) 

 

a. Fatemeh:"let's go walking". Nika: That's a good............................. 

b. The plane was flying ........................ the clouds. 

c. Kimia doesn't ................... her name. 

d. Mehrana spent her vacation in a .....................country last summer. 

e. Call your parents to tell them you got here....................... 

f. If you water this plant too much, you will ..................... it 
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2 Choose the best answer. 

a. Mahshid: These boxes are too heavy. Aynaz: I..............help you. 
          a) am going to            b) will                   c) was                        d) am not 

b. Nobody helped Raha and Asal clean their room. ................ Cleaned it.............. 
          a) I/themselves     b) they/themselves       c) she/myself            d) they/herself 

c. Yeganeh met Atefeh .................. midnight.................. Monday. 
          a) at/on           b) on/at                c) at/at                      d) on/on 

d. Melina believes that Hafiz is the ................... poet in the world. 
            a) the most popular           b) more popular    c) most popular      d) most popular than 
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2 Fill in the blanks. 

a. Saba and Hosna think these books are the ..................... in this library. (good) 

b. Parnian and Kiyana know that tomorrow is Aylin's birthday and they are going 

........................(buy) for her. 

c. Dorsa and Saghar can................... English well. (study) 

d. Niyayesh .............. sleeping, when the phone ................. .(to be – ring( 
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4 Cloze Test. 

Tourists bring a lot of money to the place they are ...1... , so they are good for a nation's economy. 

In England, for example, tourism provides jobs for more than two million people. Many countries 

help increase tourism by developing areas that will ...2... visitors. There should be enough roads 

and public ...3... systems (like buses and trains) in the area. Also, there must be enough hotels for 

the visitors to stay. This development can, however, create some problems for the environment 

and local people. Some tourist sites are so ...4... among travelers. 

 
1. a. visiting            b. watching                 c. observing              d. hosting 
2. a. defend             b. respect                     c. prepare                 d. attract 
3. a. destination      b. transportation          c. vacation               d. suggestion 
4. a. brave               b. popular                    c. familiar                d. continuous 
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9 Is Architecture Art? 
Think for a minute about the word architecture. What words do you think of? Maybe you thought 

of building materials, styles, or different shapes and colors. How many of you thought of art?  

In fact, architecture is an art. Artists use shapes and colors in their work. Artists also use 

different materials and work in different styles. They make drawings with pen or pencil. They 
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paint with watercolor or oils. Some artist’s work is very modern, yet others stills prefer more 

traditional styles. People have different opinions about both works of art and architecture.  

The key point is, however, that there is a difference between architecture and other art form. 

People have to live and work in the buildings that architects design. We don’t have to “live” in a 

painting. Our homes protect us from the weather. They keep us warm in the winter and dry when 

it rains. They protect us from other dangers on the outside, for example, other people who might 

want to hurt us in some way. Other buildings provide spaces for people to come together for 

public meetings, concerts, or sporting events. In other words, architecture is a useful art. We want 

the buildings we move around in every day to be beautiful, but they also have to be safe and 

comfortable. 

To sum up, architecture is a form of art. It is creative and uses many of the same elements 

that artists use. People look at buildings and admire or criticize the way they look, just as they do 

with artwork. But a building also has to be useful and practical.  
What is the main idea of the passage?  

1- Artists who use shapes and colors in their work 

2- Difference between architecture and other art form. 

3- People have different opinions about both works of art and architecture. 

4- Architecture is a form of art. 

Here are some words from Reading. Read the sentences. Then write each 
underlined word next to the correct definition.  
1. He asked his wife’s opinion in every important decision. 
2. Children have different styles of learning: some learn by seeing, some by hearing, 
some by doing.  
3. The project is designed to provide young people with work. 
4. This job is so boring. I wish I could do something more creative.  
5. Margaret began experimenting with watercolor. 
6. Do children know the difference between right and wrong? 
7.  Daniel does nothing but criticize and complain all the time.  
8. I was so comfortable and warm in bed that I didn’t want to get up. 
a.                     (adjective) involving the use of imagination to produce new ideas 
b.                    (verb) to express your disapproval of someone or something 
c.                    (noun) your ideas or beliefs about a particular subject 
d.                    (noun) a type of paint that you mix with water 
e.                   (verb) to give something to someone or make it available to them 
f.                 (noun) the particular way that someone behaves, works or deal with other 
people 
g.                   (adjective) making you feel physically relaxed 
h.                 (noun) a way in which two or more people or things are not like each 
other 

 



 

 

 

 
Score Questions Row 

3 a.   Idea 

b.   above 

c.  remember  

d.  foreign  

e.   safely  

f.    kill 

  

1 

2 a. will                   b. they/themselves     c. at/on         d. most popular       
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2 a. best 

b. to buy 

c. study 

d. was- rang 
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4  

1. a. visiting             

2. d. attract 

3. b. transportation           

4. b. popular                     
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9 What is the main idea of the passage?  

4-Architecture is a form of art. 

 
Here are some words from Reading. Read the sentences. Then write each 
underlined word next to the correct definition.  
 
a.   creative        (adjective) involving the use of imagination to produce new ideas 
b.       criticize               (verb) to express your disapproval of someone or something 
c.          opinion                       (noun) your ideas or beliefs about a particular subject 
d.        watercolor              (noun) a type of paint that you mix with water 
e.     provide                (verb) to give something to someone or make it available to 
them 
f.          styles         (noun) the particular way that someone behaves, works or deal with 
other people 
g.       comfortable              (adjective) making you feel physically relaxed 
h.      difference             (noun) a way in which two or more people or things are not 
like each other 
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